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WE ARE ON THE SMART MOVE
We live in exciting times. Technological innovations create new opportunities in 
communications, the way we work, and the way we live. They lead to new business 
models for us and our customers all over the world. The new technologies also 
change markets. Small lot sizes, frequent product changeovers, extremely high  
quality requirements – the strict procedures of classic electronics manufacturing  
are no longer able to meet these demands efficiently. What we need are new,  
flexible and scalable manufacturing concepts and experienced partners who help  
to implement them.

SMART #1 SMT FACTORY. With its Smart #1 SMT Factory concept, ASM started 
early on to develop an SMT-specific response to these challenges. The Smart SMT 
Factory is no longer a vision of the future for our team, but a concrete promise to our 
customers. We already offer models and solutions that support this concept. For the 
next steps we will follow a clear roadmap and invest in specific innovation drivers. 
Accordingly, we are developing networked, extremely powerful and flexibly scalable 
printing and placement platforms. We advance automation on the factory floor to 
minimize manual labor and turn classic machine operators into smart operators. As 
the industry’s technology leader we introduce completely new, intelligent systems to 
the market that enable users to integrate, control and optimize their processes. And 
our material logistics solutions synchronize manufacturing processes and material 

flows – a most important prerequisite for high-mix electronics production.

Why are we the technology leader that’s a step ahead of the competition? Because 
we take on the technological and organizational challenges of our time – always with 
an eye on the future. And because we are part of the largest global technology and 
skills network. The ASM Group is the only provider that is able to offer technologi-
cally leading solutions for all phases of electronics production. Based on our deca-
des of experience with customers, research experts, users and partners we have 
accumulated a unique treasure trove of process experience. All of the above provi-
des the foundation on which we implement the Smart SMT Factory for you.

ASM – SMART #1 ORGANISATION.  Based on its mission, the SMT Solutions team 
has set up a global and modern organizational structure. We don’t just support our 
customers on the road to the Smart #1 SMT Factory, we are also working on our 
own smart #1 organization. This enables us to be a critical step ahead of the compe-
tition today and tomorrow.

GÜNTER LAUBER 
CEO, ASM ASSEMBLY SYSTEMS 
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MATERIAL RECEIVING

MATERIAL WAREHOUSE

PRE-SETUP AREA

NPI

PRODUCTION PLANNING

PRODUCTION LINE

Industry 4.0, networked manufacturing, the Internet of Manufacturing – everyone is 
talking about new production concepts. With its Smart #1 SMT Factory, the ASM team 
has developed a concrete concept for the future of electronics manufacturing. The goal: 
deliver maximum quality with maximum efficiency, flexibility and scalability. 

The Smart #1 SMT Factory operates with highly flexible and fully networked manufactu-
ring solutions that adapt automatically to product changes. A highly developed automa-
tion system makes the work of the employees on the factory floor a lot easier. Intelligent 
software supports company-specific workflows, and IT systems are no longer there to 
just provide information, but to help and assist – down to autonomous process optimi-
zation from self-learning expert systems. Our roadmap is clearly defined. 

“WE ARE ON THE SMART MOVE“!

OUR ROADMAP TO THE 
SMART #1 SMT FACTORY



LINE SIDE STOCK

Our customers are already today working with us 
to take concrete steps towards the Smart #1 SMT 
Factory. Together we are “on the smart move”. 
At the center of our development activities we have 
set up a roadmap with four innovation drivers:

PRODUCT PORTFOLIO
Networked best-in-class production solutions set 
industry-wide standards in terms of speed, precision 
and quality.

AUTOMATION
Minimizing manual production steps turns traditional 
operators into smart operators. 

PROCESS INTEGRATION
We network and synchronize all workflows and 
optimize the production processes through self-
learning systems.

MATERIAL LOGISTICS
We automate material replenishments and 
synchronize manufacturing processes and material 
flows.

SPEED, ACCURACY, SCALABILITY
Best-in-class equipment

AUTOMATED MATERIAL SUPPLY
From store to pick-up position

SMART PROCESS CONTROL
“Zero” defects

REDUCE MANUAL WORK AT LINE
Less but smarter operators

PRODUCT PORTFOLIO

MATERIAL LOGISTICS

PROCESS INTEGRATION

AUTOMATION
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SIPLACE PLACEMENT SOLUTIONS
HIGHLY PRECISE AND SUPER-FAST

The SIPLACE TX is the most powerful 
placement solution for high-speed applications

SOFTWARE
FOR ALL WORKFLOWS

State-of-the-art software for planning, NPI, 
production run, maintenance and material logistics 

for individual lines and entire factories

DEK PRINTING SOLUTIONS
COMPLETELY MODULAR

The DEK NeoHorizon delivers maximum 
reliability and effi ciency in all applications 

ASM ProcessExpert
OPTIMIZES AUTOMATICALLY

Truly unique: the fi rst expert system that 
provides advice and optimizes the line

Powerful SMT lines are and will continue to be at the core of every successful electro-
nics factories. With their innovations, DEK printers and SIPLACE placement platforms 
have for many years advanced the standards in performance, reliability, efficiency, pre-
cision, and production quality.

OUR PROMISE TO ELECTRONICS MANUFACTURERS ALL OVER THE WORLD: 
ASM will continue to offer technologically leading solutions. Whether you want to 
handle new, super-small components, need a flexibly adaptable line solution, or want 
to network your manufacturing systems – the process experts in our SMT Centers of 
Competence will always be there with help, support and advice. Working closely with 
our customers’ teams, our SMT process experts combine platforms and modules into 
innovative line solutions that provide the best answer to the electronics manufacturing 
challenges of today and tomorrow.

POWERFUL SOLUTIONS FOR YOUR 
ELECTRONICS PRODUCTION



SPEED, ACCURACY, SCALABILITY
Best-in-class equipment

PRODUCT PORTFOLIO
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SIPLACE BulkFeeder X
NO TAPE, NO SPLICING

Fewer manual assists, fewer errors, and more 
effi ciency in high-speed applications

SIPLACE X-Feeder
INTELLIGENT AND RELIABLE

High-precision component feeding systems 
for modern electronics manufacturing

Today we associate automation primarily with lower costs, more process reliability, and better qua-
lity. But the intelligent automation in the Smart #1 SMT Factory achieves much more: agility and the 
ability to quickly respond to changes.

FACTORIES – SMART AND SELF-LEARNING. Even our current manufacturing solutions are 
already capable of automatically recognizing new products, switching programs, validating setups 
and assisting operators in adding supplies, setting up feeders and analyzing processes. Mobile solu-
tions with role-, situation- and user-specific interfaces provide transparency and process control for 
an entire plant or multiple locations. And self-learning expert systems, simulation engines and virtual 
manufacturing systems let you improve your quality and optimize your processes before the first cir-
cuit board enters the line.

OUR GOAL: THE SMART OPERATOR. Freed by automation from repetitive manual activities and 
supported by intelligent, workflow-oriented software systems, the smart operator can focus on plan-
ning and making the production more efficient. A prime example of this approach is the SIPLACE 
BulkFeeder, because tapeless component feeding relieves your operators from many cumbersome 
and error-prone splicing operations and simplifies your logistics.

MINIMIZE MANUAL LABOR WITH SMART 
OPERATORS
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MINIMIZE MANUAL LABOR WITH SMART 
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ASM Line Monitor
TOTAL TRANSPARENCY

Displays in advance what needs to 
be done on the line

SIPLACE Material Tower
MATERIAL PROVISION DIRECTLY ON THE LINE

Our compact, fully automatic storage system saves 
time and transportation costs by keeping supplies 
close to the line

SIPLACE Smart Pin Support
PERFECT SUPPORT ACROSS THE BOARD

SIPLACE’s Smart Pin Support sets support 
pin automatically and always in the right place 
– as part of the placement program. No need 
for the operator to take manual action.

FLEXIBLE SETUP CONCEPTS
FOR ALL APPLICATIONS

Fixed tables, split tables, random setup – 
pick the one that works best for you

SIPLACE Vision System
TEACHING ON THE LINE

For quickly teaching new 
components or making 
corrections on the line

SIPLACE Material Manager
PERFECTLY SYNCHRONIZED

Coordinates material fl ows and production processes 
automatically, thus making the operator’s job a lot 
easier

SMART OPERATOR

DEK ProFlow ATx
FOR STABLE PRINTING PROCESSES

Our print head system for automated 
high-quality screen printing

REDUCE MANUAL WORK AT LINE
Less but smarter operators 

AUTOMATION
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Super-small components, a high component mix, 
smaller lots and tougher quality requirements – 
finding the best possible process parameters for 
printing and placement is becoming increasingly 
difficult, but must be done in less and less time. 
As things get more and more complex and inter-
dependent, the old trial-and-error method is be-
coming too slow and unreliable for the agile high-
mix production of the future.

SELF-LEARNING EXPERT SYSTEM FOR 
“ZERO” DEFECTS. ASM has therefore developed 
a totally new solution for optimizing highly 
complex manufacturing processes: the ASM Pro-
cessExpert – a self-learning expert system that 
will stabilize, optimize, and control all important 
process parameters for an SMT line.

ASM ProcessExpert: 
ENTER A NEW DIMENSION

The ASM ProcessExpert is not based on fixed 
rules, but literally learns by measuring and ana-
lyzing virtual and real printing, and placement 
processes. After just a few cycles, it can recom-
mend the best possible process parameters or 
optionally take control of your printers and place-
ment machines. Even with nothing but some initial 
Gerber data, the ASM ProcessExpert can initiate 
a virtual production run and perform a design-for-
manufacturing health check. It provides electro-
nics manufactures with board design and process 
parameter recommendations long before the first 
PCB hits the line.

AND BEST OF ALL: the knowledgebase of the 
ASM ProcessExpert grows with each product and 
is available anywhere and anytime.



SMART PROCESS CONTROL
“Zero” defects

PROCESS INTEGRATION
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PRODUCTION LINE

PRE-SETUP AREA

MATERIAL 
WAREHOUSE

MATERIAL RECEIVING

Supply bottlenecks are among others the main causes of line stops and productivity 
shortfalls today. That’s why the fast, highly flexible SMT factory of the future must 
operate with extremely powerful and perfectly synchronized material logistics.With 
the SIPLACE Material Manager we have introduced a unique solution for SMT-spe-
cific supply management. 

WHAT MAKES IT SO SPECIAL: it perfectly integrates your scheduling, 
warehousing, setup and production processes with your inventory management. 
Your warehouse staff knows with plenty of lead time which materials are needed for 
upcoming setups and receive path-optimized pick lists. And since SIPLACE place-
ment machines record the component usage and the minimum feeder levels, they 
can automatically request fresh supplies.

The SIPLACE Material Tower provides a fully integrated and totally automatic sto-
rage system for implementing storage and supply concepts directly adjacent to the 
line. And the intelligent SIPLACE X-feeders indicate via their blinking LEDs whether 
they should be added, removed, or left in place.

Here, too, the SIPLACE Material Manager does not just provide information, but 
uses workflow-oriented modules to guide the user through the processes. It displays 
data on mobile devices based on the user’s role and situation and automatically con-
veys information to other modules within the network.

WITH ALL THESE FEATURES, WE DELIVER PAPERLESS AND FULLY 
TRANSPARENT MATERIAL LOGISTICS THAT ARE PERFECTLY SYNCHRONIZED 
WITH THE PRODUCTION FLOOR IN THE SMART#1 SMT FACTORY.

PRODUCTION PROCESSES 
AND MATERIAL FLOWS 
PERFECTLY SYNCHRONIZED



PRODUCTION LINE

PRE-SETUP AREA
LINE SIDE STOCK

AUTOMATED MATERIAL SUPPLY
From store to pick-up position

MATERIAL LOGISTICS
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Taken together, all stencils 
currently mounted on DEK 
printers weigh 3,000 tons, as 
much as ten blue whales.

All SIPLACE machines installed 
worldwide can produce approx.  
2 million smartphones per  
shift. Stacked on top of each other,  
these smartphones would be 1.6 times  
as high as Mount Everest.

All the squeegees installed in DEK 
printers travel three times the 
distance between Earth and the 
Moon each year.

Each day, 10 tons of solder 
paste are processed on 
DEK printers worldwide, 
which is equivalent to the 
weight of ten elephants. 

10 BLUE WHALES

3 × DISTANCE   
EARTH-MOON

2 ELEPHANTS

7 BILLION

MOUNT 
EVEREST
8,848 METERS

SMARTPHONES
14,157 METERS

ASM people’s hearts beat 242 
million times per day for electronics 
production.

On average, 1.2 billion 
components are placed per shift with 

SIPLACE machines worldwide. 

The floorspace performance of 
SIPLACE placement machines increased by 

 between 1984 (MS-72) and 2015 
(SIPLACE TX).

ASM holds over 500 patents for 
electronics production applications.

ASM has 4,500 SMT-customers 
worldwide.



SMART #1 SMT FACTORY
FACTS

Each year, 7 billion solder 
paste deposits are printed with 
DEK stencils, i.e. 1 deposit 
for every person on Earth.

Lined up, all SIPLACE feeders 
shipped in the last 10 year would reach 
from Munich to Paris. 

Placed in a row, all 
DEK printers and 

SIPLACE placement 
machines shipped in 
the last ten years would 
cover the distance of a 

marathon race, which the 
world’s fastest runner can 

cover in 2:02:57 hours.

The tape waste from the top ten 
components installed on a smartphone line 
would fi ll one Olympic-size swimming 
pool per year. This waste and the associated 
transportation costs could be saved with 
the SIPLACE BulkFeeder.

840 KM

Placed in a row, the 1-millimeter-long 
components which a SIPLACE X4i can 
place in one hour would cover a distance 
of 150 meters (150,000 cph).

42.195 km

Half the automobiles 
produced worldwide in 2014 contain 
electronics which were manufactured 
with DEK and/or SIPLACE machines. 

Each age group all over the world uses an 
electronic devices that was produced with ASM 
machines.

50%
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WE INTEGRATE HIGH-QUALITY 
EQUIPMENT INTO SUPERIOR LINE 
SOLUTIONS

Under the well-known DEK and SIPLACE brands, the SMT Solutions team 
of ASM offers its customers best-in-class printing and placement platforms 
for electronics production. All over the world, thousands of companies in 
a wide range of industries manufacture their products with our market-
leading solutions. Thanks to their modular structure, our platforms can be 
configured for any specific task via placement and print heads, transport 
options, toolings, material feeders, and other options.

SOFTWARE-PORTFOLIO FOR THE SMART #1 SMT FACTORY. To make 
the most of the capabilities of this hardware, we offer the broadest software 
portfolio of any supplier. With our modular, state-of-the-art software suite, 
we support your employees in all phases of electronics production from 
planning to new product introductions (NPIs) to kitting to production runs 
and optimization. We combine printers, placement machines and proces-
ses into customer-specific solutions that are as powerful and flexible as 
they are transparent and user-friendly. 

COMPREHENSIVE AND PERFORMANCE-ORIENTED PROCESS 
SUPPORT. Our service and support departments offer consumables, 
process support products support you with proactive line maintenance, 
verify performance parameters, and help your team improve and advance 
your production processes.



SMT PRODUCT PORTFOLIO

PLANNING

PLACEMENT 
SOLUTIONS

PRINTING 
SOLUTIONS

LINE 
SOFTWARE

AUTOMATION

MATERIAL LOGISTICS

RAMP-UP PRODUCTION PROCESS 
OPTIMIZATION

FA
C

TO
RY

 S
O

LU
TI

O
N

S

SERVICE & 
SUPPORT

PROCESS INTEGRATION

PROCESS 
SUPPORT 

PRODUCTS

SMART #1 SMT FACTORY
ASM PRODUCT PORTFOLIO
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DEK APC Clamping System 
ALWAYS THE RIGHT CLAMPING METHOD

Whether top-down, lateral, or both – DEK APC 
provides the right clamping method for any 

application.

DEK Cyclone Duo
HIGH-SPEED UNDERSTENCIL CLEANING

The new Cyclone Duo understencil cleaning system 
reduces cleaning time and material requirements by up 
to 50 percent for double savings with the same cleaning 
quality.

ASM Aerobonder
HIGH DENSITY, HIGH FLEXIBILITY

Our latest, newly developed transducer opens the door 
to new wire-bonding applications in the high-density 
segment. In addition, our ASM AeroBonders can now be 
networked as part of the Smart Factory.

DEK NeoHorizon
SPEEDY AND ACCURATE PRINTING

The latest generation of flexible stencil 
printers – with options that make them 
configurable for any application. Also as 
a back-to-back solution.

ASM Line Monitor 
EVERYTHING AT A GLANCE

The flexible monitoring solution for your 
electronics production. It shows you what you 
want where you want it. 

ASM ProcessExpert 
AUTONOMOUS PROCESS OPTIMIZATION

Trailblazing and revolutionary – the first 
self-learning inline expert system for 
electronics production with the high-precision 
ProcessLens SPM system. It never forgets 
and optimizes processes around-the-clock.

DEK ProFlow ATx 
PRINT HEAD FOR STABLE PROCESSES

Our print head system for automated, high-
quality stencil printing. 

DEK NanoUltra Stencils 
THE INNOVATION IN FINE-PITCH PRINTING

The red-shimmering Nano Ultra coating pushes the 
limits by delivering up to 40 percent more transfer 

efficiency for even the finest apertures. 

SIPLACE  Material Manager
TRANSPARENCY AND PROCESS SUPPORT 

Receiving, warehouse, setup, line – the 
comprehensive, workflow-oriented software solutions 
for SMT-specific material management. 

SIPLACE Material Tower 
FOR MORE EFFICIENT STORAGE CONCEPTS  

The highly innovative storage system from  
ASM – integrated, automated, fast, extremely compact, 

and SMD-capable.  

SIPLACE Material Setup Assistant 
FAST, RELIABLE SETUP PROCESSES

Blinking LEDs guide operators in the pre-setup area. 

THE SMT PRODUCT PORTFOLIO
OF ASM

SMART #1 SMT FACTORY
ASM PRODUCT PORTFOLIO
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SIPLACE SiCluster Multiline 
FOR AGILE PRODUCTION SCHEDULING

Takes deadlines and restrictions into 
account. Determines optimized setup 
sequences with a single mouse click.  
No more stress as a result of rush jobs.

SIPLACE BulkFeeder 
NO TAPES, NO SPLICING

Ingeniously different: Components are fed in bulk and 
placed at top speed. The feeder holds up to 1.5 million 
components. 

SIPLACE MultiStar 
ONE HEAD – THREE PLACEMENT MODES

Our all-rounder ensures perfectly balanced lines at all 
times, because it switches between modes in response to 
software commands (collect-and-place, pick-and-place, 
mixed mode).

SIPLACE CA 
THE WORLD CHAMPION IN PLACEMENT 
ACCURACY

The world’s only placement solution that combines 
chip assembly and SMT placement. 

SIPLACE SX 
THE WORLD CHAMPION IN FLEXIBILITY

Our successful platform for flexible 
electronics production. Freely scalable with 
interchangeable SX gantries. 

SIPLACE Very High Force Head
INTELLIGENT AND POWERFUL

Our head for the precise placement of connectors and 
odd shapes with finely adjustable forces of up to 70 N. 

SIPLACE SpeedStar (CP20P) 
FAST AND PRECISE

Our 20-nozzle placement head for the fast and precise 
placement of standard components. Places even 0201 
(metric) components without slowing down. 

SIPLACE TX 
WORLD CHAMPION IN PLACEMENT SPEED

Our new, extremely compact TX modules for flexibly scalable 
high-speed lines that can handle even super-small 0201 (metric) 
components with record speed. 

E by SIPLACE 
THE FLEXIBLE ALL-ROUND SOLUTION

A totally new machine concept for super-easy operation. Ideal for 
mid-speed applications or as a standalone machine for prototype 
production.

SMART #1 SMT FACTORY
ASM PRODUCT PORTFOLIO
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The SMT Solutions segment with its globally leading DEK and SIPLACE 
brands is one of three segments of ASM Pacific Technology (ASMPT). 

ASMPT – FROM SEMICONDUCTOR TO SMT. With its SMT Solutions, 
Lead Frame and Backend segments, ASMPT is the only supplier in the 
world that offers its customers solutions for the complete electronics 
manufacturing chain, from semiconductor solutions to SMT. In our Centers 
of Competence all over the world we collect knowledge about the most 
modern manufacturing methods, test new processes and technologies  
so that our process experts can make this know-how available to our  
customers.

A LEADING NETWORK OF EXPERTISE. We also maintain close rela-
tionships with leading research institutions and partner companies. Our 
customers are located all over the world and in all industries. Based on this 
long-term and tightly knit network, we have accumulated a unique treasure 
trove of knowledge in all areas of electronics production. As one of the 
world’s leaders in modern electronics manufacturing, we play an active role 
in shaping our customers’ future.

COMPETENT IN ALL AREAS OF 
ELECTRONICS PRODUCTION 

LEADFRAME / BACKEND 
R&D CENTER

China, Netherlands, Singapore

LEADFRAME / BACKEND 
PRODUCTION

China, Malaysia, Netherlands, 
Singapore

SMT 
PRODUCTION

Germany, UK  
Malaysia, Singapore

SMT 
R&D CENTER

China, Germany, UK,  
Malaysia, Singapore

SMART #1 SMT FACTORY
ASM PACIFIC TECHNOLOGY (ASMPT)
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Today’s electronics industry needs modern manufacturing 
solutions. ASM has for many years been the recognized tech-
nology leader in the industry. We constantly modernize and 
update our portfolio of products and services for our custo-
mers worldwide. New solutions are needed not only on the 
production floor. Our worldwide presence and our global orga-
nizational structure must also advance continuously to meet 
constantly changing requirements. Being able to do this has 
made us the successful #1 in the industry. 

THE SMART ORGANIZATION. Our competent and highly 
motivated people from many different cultures and our unique, 
modern organizational structure provide the foundation for 
our success. With our smart organization we have set another 
industry standard by leaving behind the traditional hierarchical 
structure of many international enterprises. 

CONSISTENTLY GLOBAL. The SMT Solutions segment of 
ASM operates globally in everything it does. We advance our 
customers’ projects within an agile network with global func-
tions and local responsibilities, but without a centralized head-
quarters and subordinate regional offices. This enables our 
teams to put the talents, experience, innovative technologies, 
cultural strengths and competencies of the global ASM organi-
zation to work as they develop new and better answers to the 
challenges facing our customers all over the world.

PARTNERSHIP AND SUSTAINABILITY. As a smart company 
we focus our strategy on long-term customer relationships 
and the sustained advancement of our company. Whether in 
research and development, shared pilot projects with cus-
tomers, the development of modern IT and communication 
systems or the training of apprentices and young engineers – 
ASM continuously invests in the future.

ACCORDINGLY, OUR MOTTO IS AND CONTINOUS TO BE:
TOGETHER #1.

TOGETHER #1: 
A SMART COMPANY

AGILE NETWORK
GLOBAL SUPPORT, 

LOCAL RESPONSIBILITY

SMART #1 SMT FACTORY
OUR VISION FOR INNOVATION



SMART #1 SMT FACTORY
ASM – THE #1 IN ELECTRONICS MANUFACTURING

SMART #1 ORGANIZATION
COMPETENT PEOPLE, AGILE AND 
DECENTRALIZED ORGANIZATION

TOGETHER #1
TOGETHER WITH OUR 
CUSTOMERS TECHNOLOGY 
AND MARKET LEADERS

PARTNERSHIP AND 
SUSTAINABILITY
CONQUER THE FUTURE 
WITH ASM

CULTURAL STRENGTHS AND 
COMPETENCIES
GLOBAL TEAMS WITH 
LOCAL STRENGTHS
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ASM Assembly Systems
SMT Solutions Segment

www.asm-smt-solutions.com
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